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High-Resolution Magnetization-Prepared 3D-FLAIR
Imaging at 7.0 Tesla


Fredy Visser,1,2* Jaco J. M. Zwanenburg,1,3 Johannes M. Hoogduin,1,4


and Peter R. Luijten1


The aim of the present study is to develop a submillimeter
volumetric (three-dimensional) fluid-attenuated inversion
recovery sequence at 7T. Implementation of the fluid-attenu-
ated inversion recovery sequence is difficult as increased T1


weighting from prolonged T1 constants at 7T dominate the
desired T2 contrast and yield suboptimal signal-to-noise ratio.
Magnetization preparation was used to reduce T1 weighting
and improve the T2 weighting. Also, practical challenges limit
the implementation. Long refocusing trains with low flip
angles were used to mitigate the specific absorption rate con-
straints. This resulted in a three-dimensional magnetization
preparation fluid-attenuated inversion recovery sequence with
0.8 3 0.8 3 0.8 5 0.5 mm3 resolution in a clinically acceptable
scan time. The contrast-to-noise ratio between gray matter
and white matter (contrast-to-noise ratio 5 signal-to-noise
ratio [gray matter] 2 signal-to-noise ratio [white matter])
increased from 12 6 9 without magnetization preparation to
28 6 8 with magnetization preparation (n 5 12). The signal-to-
noise ratio increased for white matter by 13 6 6% and for
gray matter by 48 6 15%. In conclusion, three-dimensional
fluid-attenuated inversion recovery with high resolution and
full brain coverage is feasible at 7T. Magnetization preparation
reduces the T1 weighting, thereby improving the T2 weighted
contrast and signal-to-noise ratio. Magn Reson Med 64:194–
202, 2010. VC 2010 Wiley-Liss, Inc.


Key words: magnetic resonance imaging; high field strength;
3D-FLAIR; high resolution; magnetization preparation


Since its introduction in 1992, the fluid-attenuated
inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequence (1) has become the
key sequence for imaging pathologies in the central nerv-
ous system, including vascular diseases, multiple sclero-
sis, tumors, and degenerative diseases (2–4). The current
drive toward detection of subcortical and intracortical
lesions in multiple sclerosis and epilepsy requires
images with submillimeter resolution in three dimen-
sions, with high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and good
contrast (5). The intrinsic high SNR and good parallel
imaging (SENsitivity Encoding (SENSE)) properties of


high-field (7T) MRI have the potential to fulfill these
requirements (6).


Whereas implementation of T*2-weighted gradient echo
MRI at high field is relatively straightforward, obtaining
high-resolution volumetric (three-dimensional [3D])
FLAIR images with good image quality, clinically accept-
able scan time (for use in patients), and full brain cover-
age is difficult for several reasons. A fundamental prob-
lem is the lengthening of T1 constants of gray and white
matter (GM and WM) while the T1 of cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) is relatively field independent (7). This has two
detrimental effects. First, the desired T2 contrast is com-
promised, as the prolonged T1 times significantly
increase T1 weighting in FLAIR images. Second, the gain
in SNR is suboptimal, as part of the gain in magnetiza-
tion obtained by the increased field strength is lost by
the reduced magnetization recovery at the moment of
excitation.


In this work, dedicated magnetization preparation


(MP) prepulses are proposed to reduce the unwanted T1-


weighting in FLAIR at 7T. A similar approach was used


by Wong et al. (8) to optimize the SNR of the brain pa-


renchyma in FLAIR images at 1.5 T with considerably


reduced pulse repetition time (TR). Here, a different


implementation is used that is less sensitive to heteroge-


neity in the amplitude of the radiofrequency (RF) trans-


mit field (B1), and the MP is used to obtain less T1


weighting for GM and WM, thereby optimizing the T2-


weighted contrast between GM and WM.


In addition to the more fundamental problem of pro-


longed T1 constants, the technical implementation of


FLAIR at 7T introduces a number of challenges as well.


Constraints in the maximum allowed specific absorption


rate (SAR) limit the use of high refocusing flip angles


and adiabatic (inversion) pulses. This hampers the devel-


opment of high-resolution FLAIR with full brain cover-


age within an acceptable scan time. At the same time,


the heterogeneous main magnetic field (amplitude of


static field, B0) and B1 distributions require the use of


adiabatic pulses or other RF pulse designs (that are


intrinsically less susceptible to these heterogeneities) to


create uniform pulse angles over the entire field of view


for adequate suppression of CSF signal. Finally, the


inversion recovery pulse and concomitant long repetition


times give the FLAIR sequence a low SNR efficiency


(SNR per unit scan time), leading to long scan times.
The aim of the present study is to develop a sub-


millimeter 3D FLAIR sequence at 7T, with minimal T1


weighting and full brain coverage, within an acceptable
scan time. Simulation of the evolution of the magnetiza-
tion at both 1.5 T and 7T is used to demonstrate the fun-
damental problem in FLAIR caused by T1 lengthening at
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7T. We describe the use of MP to reduce the unwanted
T1 weighting in FLAIR at 7T. Long refocusing trains
with low flip angles are used to mitigate the SAR con-
straints (9). The adaptations performed to obtain a 3D
FLAIR sequence at 7T are described. The effect of MP on
T1 weighting is assessed by phantom experiments and in
vivo measurements on healthy subjects at 7T.


THEORY AND SIMULATIONS


Field-Strength-Dependent T1 Weighting in FLAIR


In this section, we use straightforward simulations from
the Bloch equations to describe the effect of the observed
T1 lengthening on the FLAIR images at high field (7T).
The relaxation parameters used in the simulation are
given in Table 1.


To study the T1 effect only, the effect of multiple refo-
cusing pulses with low refocusing angles is simplified
by assuming that there is no longitudinal recovery dur-
ing the refocusing train and that the train can be
replaced by a single 180� refocusing pulse with a shorter
equivalent echo time (TE) (10). Magnetization transfer
effects from the RF pulses are ignored. Assuming ideal


RF pulses and perfect spoiling, the evolution of the lon-
gitudinal magnetization Mz of the FLAIR sequence in
steady state is equal to that of the well-known inversion
recovery sequence, and the transverse magnetization Mxy


after excitation at t ¼ inversion time (TI), is given by


Mxy ¼ M0½1� 2e�TI=T1 þ e�ðTR�ETLÞ=T1 �e�t0=T2


t0 ¼ t � TI ½1�


In this equation, M0 is the equilibrium magnetization,
TI the inversion delay to excitation, and ETL the echo
train length.


The magnetization evolution after inversion is shown
in Fig. 1, together with the contrast obtained between
GM and WM. At both 1.5 T and 7T, the simulated TR of
8000 ms is long enough to let GM and WM almost com-
pletely recover, as can be seen from the completely
inverted magnetization at t ¼ 0. Due to the prolonged T1,
however, the recovery of GM and WM at 7T is far from
complete at the inversion delay (TI) at which CSF is
completely suppressed. This increased T1 weighting at


Table 1
Relaxation Parameters and Proton Density at 1.5 T and 7T From Literature


GM WM CSF


T1 (ms)a T2 (ms)b,c r (%)d T1 (ms)a T2 (ms)b,c r (%)d T1 (ms)a T2 (ms)e r (%)d


1.5T 1188 6 69 87 6 2 81 6 1 656 6 16 74 6 5 71 6 1 4329 6 169 2000 100


7T 2132 6 103 55 6 4 1220 6 36 46 6 2
aValues taken from Rooney et al. (7).
bValues taken from Wehrli et al. (21).
cValues taken from Yacoub et al. (22).
dValues taken from Neeb et al. (23).
eEstimate based on T2 at 1.5 T (2280 6 87 ms) from Helms (24).


FIG. 1. (a) Longitudinal magnetization evolution between inversion and excitation for the FLAIR sequence at 7T (red curves) and 1.5 T
(black curves) for GM, WM, and CSF. The prolonged T1 constants at 7T led to incomplete recovery of GM and WM at the moment of
excitation. This leads to increased T1 weighting in the FLAIR contrast and to a suboptimal SNR. The magnetization is normalized to the


M0 of each field strength. The absolute magnetization at 7T is obviously larger than the magnetization at 1.5 T, as M0 scales linearly
with the field strength. (b) Contrast between GM and WM following excitation. Initially, the WM signal is stronger than the GM signal


due to the T1-dependent magnetization at the moment of excitation. At later TEs, T2 effects dominate, leading to a reversal of the con-
trast. The optimal contrast (indicated by the arrows) occurs later at 7T, and the contrast is lower than at 1.5 T. b: The magnetization is
normalized to the M0 at 1.5 T, which means that the gain in absolute magnetization is incorporated in the 7T contrast curve. The differ-


ences in water content for GM and WM are also incorporated. The simulated TR is 8000 ms and the used relaxation parameters are
given in Table 1.
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7T leads to a considerable decrease in T2 contrast and in
a suboptimal SNR at 7T.


MP to Reduce T1 Weighting


To reduce T1 weighting, we propose to use a nonselec-
tive MP pulse that reduces the amount of longitudinal
magnetization for GM and WM prior to inversion. The
proposed MP sequence consists of a 90� block pulse,
four adiabatic refocusing pulses, and a �90� flip back
pulse with a total duration of 100 ms; see Fig. 2. Similar
MP for imaging sequences at lower field strengths is
applied in T2-weighted cardiac imaging. The MP
sequence saturates tissues with a short T2, like GM and
WM, but has minimal effect on the magnetization of
CSF, which has a long T2. Thus, in principle, CSF expe-
riences inversion recovery, while GM and WM experi-
ence saturation recovery. This yields less T1 weighting
for GM and WM during data sampling. The effect of the
MP on the longitudinal magnetization is given by


Mz


¼ M0 1� 1þ 1� e�ðTR�TI�ETL�TMP Þ=T1


� �
e�TMP=T2


� �
e�t=T1


h i


0 � t < TI ½2�


TMP is the duration of the MP pulse. It can easily be seen
that forTMP>T2, the central term in brackets vanishes, lead-
ing to a saturation recovery curve. The effect of the MP is
simulated in Fig. 3, for a TR of 8000ms andTMP¼ 100ms.


MATERIALS AND METHODS


FLAIR Implementation at 7T


Imaging was performed on a 7T scanner (Philips Health-
care, Cleveland, OH, USA), using a 16-channel receive
head coil with single channel transmit (Nova Medical
Inc., Wilmington, MA, USA), with a maximum B1 of 20
mT. Practical challenges involved adequate inversion in
the presence of a relative inhomogeneous B0 and B1 field
at 7T, and SAR constraints.


B0 shimming was performed using image-based shim-
ming with an adapted version of the tool developed by
Schär et al. (11). A B0 map was obtained from phase
maps obtained with a gradient echo sequence with TR ¼
4.0 ms, acquired at two different TEs of 1.55 and 2.55
ms, respectively. The B0 map was acquired with iso-
tropic resolution of 3.75 mm, for a field of view of 240 �
180 � 113 mm (AP � RL � FH) and took 11 sec. After
automatic segmentation of the brain (12), third-order
shim gradients were calculated based on the B0 map and
the shim current constraints imposed by the scanner to
obtain optimal B0 homogeneity for the brain. The calcu-
lated shim parameters were automatically imported in
the scan protocols.


For inversion, a nonselective hyperbolic secant adia-


batic pulse was used. The amplitude A and angular fre-


quency v of this pulse are defined by the well-known


equations A(t) ¼ A0 sech(bt) and v(t) ¼ �mbtanh(bt),
where A0 is the maximum B1 field, b is a parameter with


the dimension of angular frequency, and m is a dimen-


sionless parameter (13). The pulse was empirically


FIG. 2. Diagram of the RF pulse sequence


of the magnetization prepared FLAIR. The
duration of MP is determined by the spac-


ing between the 6 RF pulses (t � 2t � 2t
� 2t � t), and does not influence the total
SAR of the sequence. AM: RF amplitude


modulation. FM: RF frequency modulation.
TMP: duration of the MP. ETL: echo train


length.


FIG. 3. (a) Magnetization evolu-
tion in the FLAIR sequence at 7T


with (red curves) and without
(black curves) MP. The recovery
of the longitudinal magnetization


is more complete for GM and
WM at the moment of excitation,


leading to less T1 weighting.
(b) The optimal contrast occurs
earlier and is considerably larger


with MP compared to without
MP. The scaling is comparable to


that of Fig. 1.
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optimized to obtain adequate inversion in the entire


brain. This resulted in the following parameters: pulse


duration 15.2 ms, b ¼ 525 rad/sec, m ¼ 8.4, nominal flip


angle 1800�. Using the computer program MATPULSE,


the behavior of this pulse was simulated (14). With


MATPULSE, the bandwidth at 90% inversion was calcu-


lated to be 1.2 kHz. At one third of the maximum B1 (6.5


mT), the pulse yields approximately 80% inversion, indi-


cating that a considerable spatial variation in B1 is tolera-


ble. For the adiabatic refocusing pulses of the MP


sequence, nonselective hyperbolic secant pulses were used,


with the same parameters as used for the inversion pulse.


The duration of the MP pulse was determined from a


test series in a single volunteer, considering that a


shorter duration of the MP pulse is favorable to limit


sensitivity to motion and that the effect of tissue satura-


tion from magnetization transfer during the MP pulse


was not incorporated in the simulations of Fig. 3. More-


over, unnecessary lengthening of the MP pulse sequence


leads to saturation of CSF, and thereby to a reduced TI


and increased T1 weighting for GM and WM. We per-


formed a series of MP FLAIR images in a single subject,


with the parameters as mentioned above, and the follow-


ing MP durations: 75 ms, 100 ms, 200 ms, 350 ms, and


500 ms. The repetition time was 8000 ms for all scans,


and the TIs were 2335, 2300, 2150, 1925, and 1700 ms,


respectively. No clear optimum for the duration of MP


was found, as the variation in contrast between GM and


WM as function of MP was small, as will be shown and


discussed later. Given the increased motion sensitivity


for long MP durations, we chose to use a relatively short


MP duration of 100 ms.
SAR constraints were met by using long refocusing


trains at low refocusing flip angles (9). The variable refo-
cusing flip angle scheme available on the scanner was
used with an asymptotic refocusing flip angle of 70�,
resulting in the following refocusing flip angle train;
155�, 99�, 76�, 70.....70�. To limit imaging time, the TR
should be as short as possible without compromising the
contrast or violating the SAR constraints. Since the peak
in contrast-to-noise ratio efficiency is flat (observed from
simulations; data not shown), we used a TR of 8000 ms.
Other imaging parameters for the 3D FLAIR were field of
view 250 � 250 � 180 mm3 (FH � AP � RL) with sagit-
tal orientation, isotropic voxel size acquired at 0.8 � 0.8
� 0.8 mm3 and reconstructed with zero-filling at 0.5 �
0.5 � 0.4 mm3, echo train length 125 refocusing pulses,
echo spacing 4.8 ms, TR/TI/TE 8000/2300/303 ms,
SENSE factors 2.5 � 2.5 (AP � RL). The image duration
of this sequence was 12 min and 58 sec. The SAR of the
sequence without MP was 1.5 W/kg, and the SAR for the
sequence with MP was 3.0 W/kg.


Phantom Experiment


The effectiveness of the MP pulse to reduce T1 weighting
in FLAIR was assessed on a home-built phantom consist-
ing of three tubes. The two outer tubes were filled with
water with two different sugar concentrations to mimic
the T1 properties of GM and WM. The middle tube was
half-filled with water with a low sugar concentration
and half-filled with a vegetable oil. The water mimicked


CSF fluid and the oil was meant as reference. Oil has a
short T1 constant and is hence not influenced by the
inversion pulse after the used inversion delay (TI) of
almost 2 sec. The T1/T2 constants were approximately
980/30 ms for the left tube, 1440/32 ms for the right
tube, and 2900/2040 ms for the water compartment of
the middle tube. The T1 of the oil was estimated to be
around 200 ms, short enough to be used as reference.


To demonstrate the reduction in T1 weighting by MP,
a two-dimensional FLAIR sequence was compared with
a two-dimensional MP-FLAIR sequence. A short TE was
used to reduce the T2 influence in the measurement. The
timing for nulling the water signal was adapted for the
MP-FLAIR as the MP has a small influence on longitudi-
nal magnetization of water. The following scan parame-
ters were used: two-dimensional FLAIR without pre-
pulse: acquired resolution 1 � 1 � 5 mm3, TR ¼ 8000
ms, TE ¼ 27 ms, echo train length five refocusing pulses,
linear profile order, TI ¼ 1930 ms. The parameters of the
two-dimensional MP FLAIR sequence were resolution 1
� 1 � 5 mm3, TR ¼ 8000 ms, TE ¼ 27 ms, turbo factor 5,
linear profile order linear, TI ¼ 1580 ms, and the dura-
tion of the MP TMP ¼ 200 ms.


In Vivo Experiments


Twelve volunteers (30 6 11 years, six male, six female)
without history of neurologic disease were scanned at 7T
after written informed consent was obtained in accord-
ance to the Institutional Review Board of our hospital.
The 3D FLAIR protocol as described above was applied
with and without the MP sequence prior to the inversion
pulse. The FLAIR sequence without MP had a TR of 8000
ms and a TI of 2350 ms. All other parameters were equal.
The noise level for each scan was measured by repeating
the data acquisition with the same receiver gain for data
sampling, without applying any RF or gradient pulses.


Analysis


Regions of interest (ROIs) were manually drawn on trans-
verse reconstructions of the in vivo data in two regions
of the brain. GM and WM ROIs were drawn in the right
temporal lobe, where the heterogeneity in the transmit
field led to a relatively low B1 (about 60% of the nomi-
nal value), and in the frontal lobe around the cingulate
gyrus, where B1 reaches its nominal value. The ROIs are
illustrated in Fig. 4. The ROIs were copied to the corre-
sponding image with sampled noise. The mean of the
ROI in the FLAIR image and the standard deviation of
the ROI in the noise image were used to calculate the
SNR. For the WM in the frontal lobe, the values for the
left and right ROI were averaged.


The increase in SNRwas quantified as SNRMP/SNRno MP.
The contrast-to-noise ratio between GM and WM was
defined as SNRGM � SNRWM and was compared for the
scans with andwithoutMPwith a paired t test.


RESULTS


From the test series in a single volunteer with varying
MP duration, no clear optimum in MP duration was
found. Only for the shortest available MP duration (75
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ms) was the contrast slightly less than for the other MP
durations, as is illustrated in Fig. 5.


The phantom study showed the effectiveness of the
MP pulse as it reduced the T1-induced contrast between
the tubes with T1s of 1000 and 1450 ms. The T1-induced
contrast-to-noise ratio between the two outer tubes was
10 without MP and 4 with MP (Fig. 6).


The quality of the 3D FLAIR images increased substan-
tially using MP. Both an increase in SNR and in GM/WM
contrast can be seen (Fig. 4). The increase in contrast is
listed in Table 2. The contrast increased considerably at


7T in both regions observed. The contrast of MP FLAIR
allowed the identification of multiple brain structures,
including major fiber bundles, the basal ganglia, hippo-
campus, nucleus ruber, substantia nigra, and subnuclear
structures in the thalamus, as illustrated in Fig. 7.


With MP, a gain of 48 6 15% was observed for the
SNR in the GM of the cingulate gyrus. The gain for WM
was less: 13 6 6% in the frontal lobe (Table 3). The gain
in SNR in the GM of the temporal lobe was significantly
less than the gain in the cingulate gyrus: 27 6 14% ver-
sus 48 6 15%, P ¼ 0.009.


The CSF suppression was adequately homogeneous
over the entire brain, although the TI of MP FLAIR
appeared to be slightly too short, leading to some signal
of CSF. Two WM lesions were observed in two volun-
teers, which appeared to be hyperintense on both the
FLAIR image with and without MP (Fig. 8). The lesions
were confirmed by two independent radiologists. Arti-
facts were excluded by applying different sequences
(data not shown). The image quality appeared to be con-
sistent over all volunteers, as illustrated in Fig. 9.


DISCUSSION


3D FLAIR with isotropic submillimeter resolution and
whole-brain coverage was implemented successfully at
7T. MP was used to improve SNR and T2 contrast in 3D
FLAIR. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first in
vivo demonstration that high-quality volumetric FLAIR
imaging with full brain coverage at 7T is feasible. As
FLAIR imaging is required for most clinical brain stud-
ies, this finding will have a positive impact on the trans-
lation of 7T MRI into clinical practice.


3D FLAIR With Whole-Brain Coverage at 7T


3D FLAIR has several important advantages over multi-
slice FLAIR to obtain full brain coverage at high resolu-
tion. First, 3D FLAIR is not prone to CSF inflow artifacts
as it uses a nonselective inversion pulse, while multi-
slice FLAIR is sensitive to CSF inflow artifacts, particu-
larly when thin slices are used (15). In multislice FLAIR,
inflow artifacts can be avoided by using thick inversion
slabs regardless of the acquired slice thickness. However,
this requires multiple interleaves and hence more scan
time. Second, 3D imaging yields more SNR per unit scan


FIG. 4. Transversally reconstructed 3D FLAIR images at 7T from a
52-year-old female volunteer, with and without MP for a slice at


the level of the basal ganglia (top) and at the level of the frontal
lobes (bottom). The ROIs used for the analysis are indicated in the


standard FLAIR images without MP.


FIG. 5. Test series with varying MP sequence duration in a single volunteer (31 years, male). The contrast-to-noise ratio between GM


and WM (defined as SNRGM � SNRWM) is indicated below each image. No clear optimum in MP preparation time is apparent. Note the
subtle flow artifacts that become apparent at longer MP durations (arrows in rightmost image).
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time than multislice imaging for a given TR and cover-
age. In case of FLAIR, multislice imaging allows for effi-
cient interleaved sampling but still yields less signal
than 3D FLAIR (16). Third, 3D FLAIR can be accelerated
by parallel imaging in two directions (17), while multi-
slice FLAIR imaging allows parallel imaging in only one
direction. At high field, wavelength effects increase the
spatial encoding capabilities of coil arrays. This, in com-
bination with the intrinsic high SNR, allows for high
acceleration factors (18). The maximum SENSE factor is
determined by the number and arrangement of coil ele-
ments (geometry factor) and SNR. Given the current RF
coil, the used SENSE factor of 2.5 � 2.5 ¼ 6.25 appears
to be the practical limit for the MP FLAIR sequence.
Finally, 3D FLAIR allows for nonselective excitation and
refocusing pulses, leading to a short echo spacing,
which allows the use of more refocusing pulses per exci-
tation. In multislice FLAIR with thin slices, the slice
selection gradients lead to long echo spacings, which
limit the use of long refocusing trains with low refocus-
ing flip angle.


A sagittal orientation for imaging was selected. Given
the nonselective excitation, this orientation yields the
shortest scan time as it has the lowest number of slices,
while it allows for SENSE in two directions (left-right
and anterior-posterior). The coil design does not allow
for SENSE in the feet-head direction.


Adding MP to FLAIR considerably increased the SAR.
The SAR values comply with the maximum allowed


first-level controlled operating mode according to IEC
60601-2-33 (maximum local head SAR ¼ 3.2 W/kg). It
should be noted that this increased SAR is not a limita-
tion of the method since a TR of at least 8000 ms is
required for FLAIR imaging at high field.


In this study, we present a 3D FLAIR implementation
with full brain coverage and high resolution of 0.8 � 0.8
� 0.8 ¼ 0.5 mm3, in 13 min. We regard a scan time of
approximately 10 min acceptable for use in patients. The
current protocol takes longer and is only applied in
motivated patients who volunteer in current research
studies. Reducing the resolution to 1.0 � 1.0 � 1.0 ¼


Table 2
Comparison of GM-WM Contrast-to-Noise Ratio in FLAIR With


and Without MP


CNR ¼ SNRGM � SNRWM Without MP With MP


Frontal lobe 12 6 9 28 6 8*
Temporal lobe 6 6 7 10 6 8**


*P < 0.00005 vs. Without MP.


**P < 0.0005 vs. Without MP.


FIG. 6. Two-dimensional FLAIR


images at short TE (27 ms) at 7T
of a phantom with three tubes
with different T1, as indicated in


the top left pane. The middle
tube (indicated by the dashed


circle) contains both water and
oil. The water is suppressed by
the FLAIR inversion pulse, while


the oil is completely recovered
and hence not affected by the


MP pulse. MP reduces the T1-
induced contrast between the
left and right tube considerably.


FIG. 7. Coronal reconstruction of MP FLAIR, from a 31-year-old
male volunteer. The FLAIR contrast at 7T allows identification of


brain structures such as fiber bundles cingulum (a) and corticospi-
nal tract (b), lentiform nucleus (c), hippocampus (d), thalamus (e),
substantia nigra (long arrow), and the nucleus ruber (short arrow).


Note the limited SNR and contrast in the temporal lobes, which is
caused by a low transmit field in this area.
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1.0 mm3 yields a scan time of slightly less than 9 min. It
should be noted that the voxel size in this case is still
less than half the voxel size of the previously reported
multislice FLAIR at 7T (19).


Contrast in 3D MP FLAIR


MP has been proposed before by Wong et al. (8) in multi-
slice FLAIR at 1.5 T to improve SNR and reduce T1


weighting, allowing for shorter TR and scan time. In con-
trast to our study, they optimized for mean brain SNR
and not for T2-weighted contrast. They mention that their
images have reversed contrast from that of typical T2-
weighted images, which is probably due to remaining T1


weighting as a consequence of a short TR and the fact
that they used spiral imaging with a very short TE of 3
ms. Even in our MP FLAIR images with long TE, some T1


effects may remain, as can be seen from the simulated
MP FLAIR magnetization in Fig. 3 and the phantom
study (Fig. 6). However, in vivo, the remaining T1 weight-
ing is partly compensated by the difference in water con-


tent as GM (with most T1 weighting) has higher water
content than WM. The contrast of the in vivo images
appears T2 weighted, with higher signal of GM compared
to WM, indicating that the T2 contrast dominates.


Besides T1 effects, other factors play a role in the
FLAIR contrast. It is likely that diffusion through local
susceptibility-induced gradients during the refocusing
pulse train plays an important role in the FLAIR con-
trast, as has already been suggested in the first publica-
tion on FLAIR (1).


Magnetization transfer also plays a significant role in


the effect of the MP sequence. Both on-resonance and


off-resonance properties of the MP sequence play a role.
The MP sequence is similar to the sequence used for on-


resonance magnetization transfer. The four adiabatic


refocusing pulses yield considerable RF power over a
wide range of frequencies, leading to off-resonance mag-


netization transfer. Magnetization transfer causes a


reduction in the available longitudinal magnetization,
similar to the effect of the MP induced by T2 relaxation.


This allows use of a shorter MP duration than one would


expect from simulations that only take T2 effects into
account. From the series of MP duration performed on a


single volunteer (Fig. 5.), it appears that the choice of


MP duration is not very critical and that short MP dura-
tions perform well.


As expected, besides an improvement in contrast, a
considerable gain in SNR was obtained at 7T by using
MP FLAIR compared to FLAIR without MP. The gain


FIG. 8. In two subjects, a WM
lesion was observed. (a,b) 3D
FLAIR without MP. (c,d) 3D


FLAIR with MP. The lesions are
very distinct on the MP FLAIR


images, and due to the high
SNR also another small lesion
became apparent in the MP


FLAIR image in the second vol-
unteer (shown on the right),
which was not visible in the


FLAIR without MP (arrow in (d)).
Image (a) is somewhat degraded


due to motion during the acquisi-
tion. The age and gender are
indicated in the top right corner


of the images.


Table 3
Gain in SNR in FLAIR at 7.0 T With MP for GM and WM


SNRMP/SNRno MP GM WM


Frontal lobe 1.48 6 0.15* 1.13 6 0.06*
Temporal lobe 1.27 6 0.14* 1.13 6 0.10**


*P < 0.00005 (SNRMP vs. SNRno MP).


**P < 0.001 (SNRMP vs. SNRno MP).
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was highest for GM, as expected because of its long T1.
The gain in SNR was less in the temporal lobe, which
suffers from a lower B1 amplitude induced by the hetero-
geneity in the RF field at 7T. As the T1 values at 3 T are
also longer than at 1.5 T, MP FLAIR could probably be
beneficial for FLAIR imaging at 3 T as well.


Limitations


Though 3D MP FLAIR yields whole-brain coverage, the
image quality is compromised in some areas. Particu-
larly in the temporal lobes, we observed limited contrast
and considerable signal heterogeneity at 7T (Figs. 4 and
7). This is caused by the heterogeneity in the amplitude
of the transmit field and is not directly related to the
MP. This problem is not typical for FLAIR imaging but
exists for all volumetric imaging at high field strengths
and can be solved by future improvements in coil
design, the use of parallel transmission, and dedicated
RF pulses (20).


We used long refocusing trains with low refocusing
angles to reduce the amount of SAR demanding adia-


batic inversion pulses and MP pulses. It has been shown


that the contrast obtained in such long refocusing trains


is equivalent to pure T2 weighting with an effective


shorter TE, provided that the train is not too long (10).


We did not optimize the length and flip angle sweep of


the refocusing train for the current application at 7T but


used the available flip angle sweep of the MRI system


instead. This might have caused some extra T1-depend-


ent contrast and some blurring due to signal decay dur-


ing the readout train. From our experience with multi-


slice FLAIR at 7T with shorter refocusing trains, we feel


that this effect was limited, but future work will include


the implementation of optimized flip-angle sweeps.


In this study, we optimized the MP FLAIR parameters


for the contrast of GM and WM of normal brain tissue.


The contrast that is of real interest is the contrast


between brain lesions and surrounding tissue. From the


principle of MP, one expects that any lesion that has a


relatively short T2 (compared to CSF) will gain in SNR


from the MP. The clear appearance of the incidentally


observed lesions with MP FLAIR (Fig. 8) suggests that


FIG. 9. Transverse reconstructions of MP FLAIR images for all volunteers. The age and gender are indicated in the lower left corner of
each image.
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lesion conspicuity is not degraded by MP but that the


gain in SNR even enhances the visibility of lesions. A


longer MP duration could further increase the contrast of


lesions as lesions generally have a longer T2, which


requires a longer MP duration to gain SNR from the MP


pulse. A dedicated patient study is needed to evaluate


the effect of MP on different lesion types.


CONCLUSION


3D FLAIR with high resolution and full brain coverage is
feasible at 7T. MP reduces the T1 weighting, thereby
improving the T2-weighted contrast and SNR. Future
work is needed to study the image contrast of different
lesion types in MP FLAIR at 7T.
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